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Abstract. Not least due to the widespread use of meta modelling concepts, 
model transformation techniques have reached a certain level of maturity [5]. 
Nevertheless, there is a lack of common community knowledge concerning dif-
ferent transformation approaches fitting different requirements and application 
areas. The aim of this paper is to present the BOC model transformer, an indus-
try-proven transformation tool. It has been designed for transforming business 
models in the first place, but scales up nicely for other domains alike.  

1 Introduction 

At the moment, there is a lot of ongoing research concerning model transformations. 
The focus of most transformation approaches lies in the area of software develop-
ment, i.e., automatically generating software out of modelling artefacts. This includes 
direct model-to-code transformations and transformations via several modelling levels 
as proposed by the OMG community with the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) 
[14] and the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [15].  
Another area where applications and models have to be transformed and integrated is 
the area of business modelling. Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) approaches 
already provide technical solutions, for example, to integrate workflows and hetero-
geneous parts of enterprise applications [7]. They fall short, however, on integration 
techniques at the modelling level. To integrate and transform models on the business 
modelling level, the Enterprise Model Integration (EMI) approach has been proposed 
[9]. Beside others, this approach includes model transformation concepts for model 
exchange and model reuse. Based on these concepts and industrial customer needs the 
BOC Model Transformer (BMT) has been developed. This transformation tool aims 
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at supporting transformation of models between different business modelling lan-
guages. The approach behind the BMT is very generic, thus, not only standardised 
modelling languages like BPML/BPMN [3, 4] and UEML [17] are supported, but also 
customer defined modelling languages. The BMT is based on an own meta-meta 
model developed within ADONIS® called meta2 model [8]. The meta2 model allows 
the representation of any kind of meta-model thus making it possible to use the BMT 
also for model transformations in other areas than business modelling. To demon-
strate this claim is the main goal of this paper. 
To compare existing model transformation approaches the organisers of the workshop 
“Model Transformation in Practice”, co-located with MODELS’2005, have chosen as 
mandatory running example the “Class to RDBMS” transformation. Taking this as 
starting point, the next section describes the BMT in terms of its architecture, and rule 
file design. Chapter 3 presents both the solution of the required aspects of the manda-
tory example, and the solution to an optional example. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss les-
sons learned and future developments. The appendix comprises the EBNF grammar 
of the BMT transformation language, pseudo code for parts of the mandatory exam-
ple, and the complete transformation code of the optional example. 

2 A Short Tour on the BOC Model Transformer 

The BMT focuses on the level of model-to-model transformations, in particular, on 
business model transformations at the CIM level [14]. A particular challenge at the 
CIM level is the transformation of the widely varying concepts present in different 
business modelling languages. In the following, the application environment of the 
BMT, its architecture, and its rule file are described [10, 13]. 

2.1 ADONIS® - The application environment of the BMT 

The development of the BOC Model Transformer (BMT) started in 2003 and still 
continues. BMT is a product of the BOC Information Systems GmbH, which is a 
world-wide operating consulting and software house specialised in Strategy, Business 
Process, and IT Management [1]. The BMT is based on ADONIS®, a business proc-
ess management toolkit, which is the main product of the company [2]. ADONIS® is 
designed as meta-modelling platform facilitating an easy creation of new business 
modelling languages based on the internal meta2 model. The support of many differ-
ent modelling languages within the same tool has called for the support of transforma-
tions between these modelling languages alike, the starting point of work on the 
BMT. 

2.2 Architecture of the BMT 

The core element of the BMT is the rule file. It contains all instructions to fulfil the 
requirements for transforming models. The source and target models are available in 
form of XML files conforming to the structure of the ADONIS® meta2 model repre-



sented in the Data Type Definition (DTD) file. Figure 1 shows the interactions taking 
place during model transformation.  
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the BMT 

 
1. The Transformation Engine (TE) reads a part of the rule file. 
2. The information within the matched tag is being processed in the TE. 
3. If it is a navigation tag, the TE searches through the source models until it finds 

one of the demanded elements. In all other case (namevaluemap and rulescontainer 
tag) the TE stores this information in program variables and containers, respec-
tively. 

4. The selected elements will now be transferred to the TE. If no elements match step 
5 to 7 will be skipped and the process continues with step 1. 

5. If elements have already been created, it is necessary to check for existing refer-
ences in the history. 

6. Now the TE navigates to the predetermined position and creates the elements as in-
structed in the rule. 

7. In the last step the newly created target elements and their references to the source 
elements have to be registered in the history. 

2.3 Design of the Rule File of the BMT 

This section describes the transformer elements used in the rule file. There are six 
main elements, namely conditions, definitions, functions, navigations, rules, and post-
processor actions. 
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Fig. 2. Design of the BMT rule file 

Conditions are used to constrain the selection of elements within navigations. They 
may contain functions and reuse definitions. 
Definitions are used to save information about recurrent elements, using variables an-
notated with a unique name. In the course of transformation this information can be 
recalled with the unique name given to the variable. Definitions are used by condi-
tions and functions. 
Functions are used to manipulate strings or numbers. Moreover, there are functions 
converting time, shift or invert bendpoints (used for graphical alignment of relation-
ships). Functions also reuse definitions and are used by rules. 
Navigations offer the possibility to navigate within the source and target models. 
Generally, the position in the source models is influenced by the navigations in the 
rule file and the position in the target models is implicitly controlled by the creation 
of target objects. The navigations are constrained by conditions, and may contain fur-
ther navigation elements. 
Rules describe where and how elements should be created. There are two sorts of 
rules, one for copying and one for creating elements. Rules use functions, for exam-
ple, to manipulate element values. 
Postprocessor Actions are performed at the end of the transformation. These actions 
include sorting of attribute values, arranging model elements, and shifting model ele-
ments due to changes in size of other elements in the same model. Postprocessor ac-
tions extend rules. 
The EBNF grammar of the rule file is described in Appendix A. Source code listing 1 
illustrates the creation of a target table from a persistent source class extracted from 
the rule file of the mandatory running example. 
 
Source code listing 1: 
… 
<CLASS name="CLASS"> 
  <!-- checks if class is persistent--> 
  <IF> 
   <COMPARE> 
    <LEFT-VALUE> 



     <ATTRIBUTE name="is_persistent"><select-value/></ATTRIBUTE> 
    </LEFT-VALUE> 
   <CONDITION>equals</CONDITION> 
   <RIGHT-VALUE>true</RIGHT-VALUE> 
  </COMPARE> 
  … 
 <THEN>                               
   <RULE type="create-instance"> 
     <PARAM name="Instanceclass">TABLE</PARAM> 
   </RULE> 
   …. 
 </THEN> 
</IF> 
</CLASS> 

2.4 Classifying the BMT 

In [5] design features yielding a categorisation of model transformation approaches 
are identified. According to these features the BMT can be characterized as follows: 
- transformation rules are implicitly structured in LHS/RHS (source/target). The 

parameter list of a rule describes both the LHS and the RHS whereas the RHS in 
detail is described via the parameter values.  

- untyped variables hold source values and intermediate elements. 
- patterns are used to match model fragments. They use the syntax of the 

source/target language.  
- parameterization of navigation offers additional control. 
- the relationship between source and target is unidirectional. Only new target 

models can be created.  
- the creation of the output models is target-driven. This means that target objects 

are written sequentially, whereas source objects are read on demand. 
- the rule application strategy is deterministic and partly interactive (user-queries). 
- rule scheduling is explicit allowing the user to influence the order of rule execu-

tion. 
- rule iteration is implicit by the use of navigation elements. 
- the organization of the rule file is source-oriented. 
- traceability links between the source and target elements are created and used dur-

ing runtime. 
The elements introduced in the previous subsection are used to describe the rule file 
in an XSLT-like language. One may ask why we didn’t use XSLT [19], the standard-
ised language to transform XML documents [18]. The main problem of using XSLT 
concerning our needs is that it does not support global variables and that the output 
must be written at once. This implies that XSLT does not provide possibilities to 
buffer information during the transformation process. Another disadvantage of XSLT 
is its poor scalability. All three shortcomings have been tackled by the BMT by using 
the Transformation Engine (TE) and a history mechanism (see also Fig. 1), as well as 
C++ as implementation language. 
Given the classification in [5], the BMT doesn’t unambiguously fit in one or the other 
category. 



 

3 Case Study 

In this section, the solutions for the mandatory example and for one optional example 
using the BMT are described. The optional example chosen is the conversion of Ro-
man numbers to Arabic numbers (cf. subsection 3.7). Subsections 3.1 to 3.6 deal with 
the mandatory example. 

3.1 Precursor work 

The first step was to create the meta-models in ADONIS® as two new so-called model 
types named “Class diagram” and “RDBMS diagram”. Then, the rule file with the 
transformation algorithm described in the following was implemented. The basic idea 
of the implemented algorithm is as follows: 
 
“Navigate to each model in the source models and create a corresponding target 
model. Within the source model navigate to each persistent source class of the source 
model and create a corresponding target table within the target model. Then navigate 
to each source attribute within the source class and create a corresponding target 
column in the target table. Then all source attributes which must additionally be 
added to the target table columns must be acquired. This happens according to the 
specification of the given example: Get all primary attributes of persistent classes and 
all attributes of non-persistent classes which are connected via an association to the 
source class or are referenced by a non-primitive source attribute type. This must be 
repeated recursively for each found source class until all target columns for a distinct 
target table are calculated. Also source class hierarchies must be considered ade-
quately.” 
 
This kind of execution leads to a processing path consisting of different source classes 
(persistent or non-persistent) connected via associations, generalisations or non-
primitive types. This path could be branched, for example if a source class is source 
of more than one association etc. 
As the BMT only supports the concept of global variables, the problems arising 
through the requirements and the necessary recursive function calls are solved as fol-
lows: 
- To build the composed names of the target columns the variable attr_name of type 

String is used. It contains the actual name for recursively calculated attributes. 
Names (of associations or classes) must be appended and removed according to 
the branches in the processing path. 

- To create foreign keys always the last persistent class in a processing path must be 
remembered. Therefore the variable l_pers_c of type String is used. It contains the 
ids of all persistent classes in the actual processing path. When creating a foreign 
key, always the last entry of the variable is taken. To consider the classes in dif-



ferent branches in the processing path, the ids must be appended and removed 
properly. 

- For counting the persistent and non-persistent classes in a processing path the 
variables p_c of type Integer and n_p_c of type Integer are used. These two vari-
ables must also be increased or decreased according to different branches in the 
processing path. 

Due to the differences in including primary attributes the variable consider_pkey of 
type Boolean indicates whether the value of is-primary should be considered or not. 
Further variables used are call_type of type String used to differ between a call from 
the function “get-attributes-from-associations” and “get-attributes-following-non-
primitive-class-types”, and primary_attr of type boolean to indicate whether the 
source attribute in the actual class of the processing path is primary or not, in case of a 
non-primitive attribute type. 
 
The rule file consists of the following parts: 
 
1. Main program 
2. Function “Get attributes from sub-classes” 
3. Function “Get attributes from outgoing associations” 
4. Function “Get attributes following non-primitive attribute types” 
5. Sub-function “Calculate attributes” 
 
In the following, each of the five parts will be described in detail. First, the algorithm 
is described, and secondly the implementation is listed in pseudo code. Representation 
in form of pseudo code was chosen because it is not as long as and easier readable 
than the rule file itself. 

3.2 Main program 

The main program creates a target model of type “RDBMS diagram” for each source 
model of type “Class diagram”.  Then it creates one target table for each source class 
depending if the class is persistent. From the transformed source classes all primitive 
attributes are transformed to target columns and for all non-primitive attributes the 
function “Get-attributes-following-non-primitive-attribute-types” is called. After that 
the functions “Get-attributes-from-outgoing-associations” and “Get-attributes-from-
sub-classes” are called to get all source attributes for the transformed target table re-
cursively. 
(1) For each source model SM with model type “Class dia-

gram” 

a. Create target model TM with model type “RDBMS 
diagram” 

b. For each source class SC in SM 
i. If SC is persistent 

1. Create target table TT with  
TT.name = SC.name 



2. For each source attribute SA of SC 
a.  If SA.kind_of_type is primitive 

Create target column TC in TT 
with:  
TC.name = SA.name,  
TC.type = SA.type, 
TC.pkey = SA.is_primary,  
TC.fkey = “false” 

b. Else (type is non-primitive) 
i. Set attr_name = “ ”, p_c = 0, 

n_p_c = 0, l_pers_c = “ ” 

ii. CALL “Get-all-attributes-
following-non-primitive attribute 
types” 

3. Set attr_name = “ ”, l_pers_c = “ ”,  
p_c = 0, n_p_c = 0 

4. CALL “Get-attributes-from-outgoing-
associations” 

5. Set attr_name = “ ”, l_pers_c = “ ”,  
p_c = 0, n_p_c = 0 

6. CALL “Get-attributes-from-sub-classes” 
(2) END 

3.3 Algorithm “Get attributes from sub-classes” 

The algorithm “Get attributes from sub-classes” collects recursively the attributes 
from classes which are connected via incoming generalisations. Additionally the at-
tributes from classes connected via outgoing associations and classes which are refer-
enced by non-primitive types are collected. 
Assumption: Sub-classes are considered to be non-persistent and do not add new 
primary keys to the super-class, also classes which are connected to subclasses via 
outgoing associations do not add primary keys – this is indicated by the variable con-
sider_pkey. 
Algorithm “Get-attributes-from-sub-classes” 

Used variables: 

l_pers_c, attr_name, p_c, n_p_c 

Position in source model: class SC 

Position in target model: table TT 

(1) Follow each incoming generalisation from SC to 
source class SC1 //is subclass = is non-persistent 

i. attr_name.add_entry(SC1.name) 



ii. For each source attribute SA of SC1 

1. If SA.type is non-primitive 
a. Set n_p_c++, consider_pkey = 

“false”,  

b. Call “Get attributes follow-
ing non-primitive attribute 
types” 

c. Set n_p_c--, consider_pkey  
= true 

d. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 
2. Else // SA.type is primitive 

a. Create TC in TT with:  
TC.name = attr_name + ”_” + 
SA.name, TC.type = SA.type,  
TC.pkey = “false”,  
TC.fkey = “false” 

// subclasses, assoc of subclasses and 
non-primitive class types of subclasses or 
assoc of subclasses do not add further 
pkeys. 

iii. If SC1 has outgoing associations 

1. Set n_p_c++, consider_pkey = 
“false” 

2. CALL “Get attributes from outgoing 
assocs” 

3. Set n_p_c--, consider_pkey  = 
“true” 

4. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 
iv. If SC1 has incoming generals 

1. CALL “Get attributes from sub-
classes” 

2. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 
v. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 

(2) END 

3.4 Algorithm “Get attributes from outgoing associations” 

The algorithm “Get attributes from outgoing assoc” collects recursively the attributes 
from classes which are connected via outgoing associations to the current class. If 
outgoing associations are found, the function “calculate-attributes” is called. 
  



Algorithm “Get attributes from outgoing assocs” 

Position in source model: class SC 

Position in target model: table TT 

(1) Follow each outgoing association assoc from SC to 
SC1  

a. attr_name.add_entry(assoc.name) 
b. Set call-type = “assoc” 
c. CALL “calculate-attributes” 
d. Set call-type = “ ” 

(2) END 

3.5 Algorithm “Get attributes following non-primitive attribute types” 

The algorithm “Get attributes following non-primitive attribute types” is similar to the 
previous function “Get attributes from outgoing assoc”. Instead of following outgoing 
associations the algorithm follows the non-primitive type of attributes to the refer-
enced class. For each found class the function “calculate-attributes” is called. 

 
Algorithm “Get attributes following non-primitive attrib-
ute types” 

Position in source model: attribute SA 

Position in target model: column TC 

(1) Set primary_attr = value of SA.is_primary 
(2) attr_name.add_entry(SA.class.name) 
(3) Navigate to class SC1 referenced by SA.type 

a. call-type = “nonp” 
b. CALL “calculate-attributes” 
c. call-type = “ ” 

(4) END 

3.6 Algorithm “Calculate attributes” 

The algorithm “Calculate attributes” creates target columns in a target table depend-
ing on the combination of the following facts: 
- whether the actual source class is persistent or non-persistent, and 
- which kind of source classes (persistent or non-persistent) occurred in the process-

ing path so far, and 
- if the actual source class is a sub-class, 
- if the actual source class is a top-most class, or 



- if the actual source class is not involved in a hierarchy. 
In the algorithm “Calculate attributes” we primarily distinguish between “actual class 
is persistent” and “actual class is non-persistent”. Depending on the persistence status 
and the occurrence of the actual class in the sequence of classes, the attributes are 
transformed differently. 
If the found class is persistent, there are three different cases how the attributes get 
transformed and if further attributes must be collected or not: 
1. it is the first class of this sequence. 
2. one or more previous non-persistent classes have been found in this sequence. 
3. one previous persistent class has been found in this sequence. 

These three cases are checked using the variables p_c and n_p_c. 
If the found class is non-persistent, two different cases must be considered: 
1. no previous persistent class was found in this sequence. 
2. one previous persistent class has been found in this sequence. 

Within these two different cases further distinctions must be made. First, because 
non-persistent classes may be subclasses, and secondly, because non-persistent 
classes may require that further foreign key attributes have to be obtained from fol-
lowing persistent classes. This leads to three different cases. The found class is: 
1. a sub-class. 
2. a top-most class. 
3. not involved in a hierarchy. 

In each case, attributes are transformed differently, and further attributes from follow-
ing classes are calculated differently as well. 
The transformation of attributes referenced by non-primitive attribute types is slightly 
different to that of outgoing associations. This is controlled by the variable pri-
mary_attr and call_type. 
Within the algorithm “Calculate attributes”, the creation of foreign keys is a good ex-
ample to show the mechanism for keeping relations “clean” and how the history of 
the BMT is used. 
In the rule file the creation of a foreign key (fkey) works as follows. The position in 
the source model must be at a source class. The rule “create-interref” with the pa-
rameter “kind of the interref” (possible values are: object- or modelreference) is 
called. If the target table corresponding to the actual source class has already been 
created, the reference (interref) points to this target table. Otherwise the reference (in-
terref) points to the actual source class and an entry in the history is created. At the 
end of the transformation, when the history is processed, the corresponding target ta-
ble will be determined and the reference (interref) will be updated. 
Due to the length of the pseudo code for the calculation of attributes, it is listed in 
Appendix B. 

3.7 Convert Roman numbers to Arabic numbers 

Since business model transformations require experience with string and arithmetic 
expressions, the optional example “Converting Roman numbers to Arabic numbers” 
was chosen. 



The algorithm converts each character of the roman number into the according value 
and adds or subtracts the value from the running result – depending on the next char-
acter. If the next character is lower or equal the value gets added, in the other case it 
gets subtracted. In the following, the algorithm is described in pseudo code. The origi-
nal rule file containing this algorithm is included in Appendix C. 

 
Used variables:  
rn … roman number, an … arabic number,  
c_c … character-counter, rn_l … length of roman number 
c … character of roman number, n … number 
f_c … first character, s_c … second character,  
f_n … first number, s_n … second number 

Main program: 

(1) Get rn from command-line 

(2) Set c_c = 0, an = 0 

(3) Set rn_l = length_of(rn) 

(4) CALL “Calculate-arabic-number” 

Function “Convert character to number”  

(1) Case c is 
a) I then Set n = 1 

b) V then Set n = 5 

c) X then Set n = 10 

d) L then Set n = 50 

e) C then Set n = 100 

f) D then Set n = 500 

g) M then Set n = 1000 

h) default Set n = 0 // used for special case, if 
the roman number consists of only one character 

(2) END 

Function “Calculate-arabic-number” 

(1) Set f_c = get_character(rn, c_c) 

(2) Set s_c = get_character(rn, c_c+1) 

(3) Set c = f_c 

(4) Call “Convert character to number” 



(5) Set f_n = n 

(6) Set c = s_c 

(7) Call “Convert character to number” 

(8) Set s_n = n 

(9) If f_n >= s_n 

a) Set an = an + f_n 

(10) Else 
a) Set an = an – f_n 

(11) Set c_c++ 

(12) If c_c = = rn_length 
a) Put an on command-line 

b) End 

(13) Else 
a) CALL “Calculate-arabic-number” 

(14) END 

4 Lessons Learned 

Due to the fact, that the BMT is optimised for transforming models in the area of 
business modelling, where mainly dynamic (process flow) models are transformed, it 
has been very interesting to solve an example of another domain, where the models 
are mainly of static nature. This section deals with positive, negative and general ob-
servations, requirements specific for transformations in the area of business model-
ling, and experiences from industrial projects. 

4.1 Positive observations 

The expressive power of the BMT is satisfying, since the rule file language offers 
nearly all concepts of a common programming language. It has been possible to solve 
the mandatory example although it belongs to a complete different application do-
main. The creation of foreign keys is supported very well using the history and the 
post-processing concepts of the BMT. Furthermore, we have observed that the recur-
sive calculation used for collecting attributes has been no problem. 



4.2 Negative observations 

As the BMT language is based on XML, the rule file for the “class2RDBMS” trans-
formation consists of many lines of code, approximately 30-35 pages (variation due to 
comments). Due to the fact that the target models are created in one step and that it is 
not possible to modify already created target elements, it has been quite difficult to 
develop the algorithm. It has also been observed, that the attributes for classes are 
calculated more than once. An optimised solution would intermediately store calcu-
lated output information for reuse, e.g., collected columns for a table, which is not 
possible in the current version of the BMT. Checking the validity of the XML-based 
input models is currently also not supported. In addition, the missing concept of local 
variables makes recursive calculations difficult in the BMT. 

4.3 General observations 

The debugging mechanisms of the BMT are sufficient but not substantial. Debugging 
is supported by the XSLT-processor Xalan regarding the well-formedness of the rule 
file. Additionally, the developer of the rule file is supported by a rule named “debug-
output”, which may be used to check the position in the source and target models at a 
distinct point in the rule file. Moreover the text tag may be used for debugging. 
The logfile provided by the BMT reports all nodes of the source document which 
have not been taken into consideration during the transformation. Objects which have 
not been transformed directly but have been involved in a transformation are also 
considered. 
Bi-directionality is not supported by the BMT. If the models have to be transformed 
in either direction, a second rule file has to be written. 
The models to be transformed with the BMT must be in the ADONIS® XML-file 
format. The BMT itself is not able to deal with other file formats. All formats, how-
ever, which may be read by ADONIS® including XMI [16], may be also converted 
into the ADONIS® XML-file format. 

4.4 Requirements for business model transformations 

Due to the fact that the BMT has been designed for transforming business models in 
the first place, many of its features have not been used for solving the running exam-
ple. This leads to the assumption, that transformations of models in the area of busi-
ness modelling must partly satisfy other requirements than in the area of software 
modelling and code generation. Based on our experience (see also next subsection), 
the following concepts are important when transforming business models: 
1. String and arithmetic operations, e.g., character conversions like ä to ae, rtf2text 

and text2rtf conversions, and rounding numbers. 
2. Operations for conversions of time and date formats. 
3. Concepts for renaming, splitting and merging model elements (models, classes, at-

tributes, etc.), and the resulting impact on references and relationships. 
4. Version management. 



5. Creation of new objects and connecting them to existing (transformed) objects. 
6. Handling diagrammatic information of both existing and newly created objects. 
7. Copying objects more than once (MODE concept). 
8. Deleting objects without information loss – hiding information. 

4.5 Industrial experiences with the BMT 

In the following, we report on two industrial projects using the BMT, and the experi-
ences gained so far. In both cases, proprietary modelling languages have been used. 
The aim of the first project has been model interoperability [10]. The customer de-
manded a repeated exchange of several models between two different modelling lan-
guages, one in German and one in English. It was necessary to write two rule files, 
one for each direction. The main requirements were string operations to convert the 
elements of the modelling languages described in German to English and back again. 
The content didn’t get translated. After the rule file had been written, the users got 
trained on handling the tool (not concerning the rule file) for exchanging the models 
on demand. 
The aim of the second project has been model integration [11]. A company had three 
different modelling languages in three different departments in use. Due to a merge of 
these three departments they wanted to have one new modelling method. The entire 
stock of models written in the three source modelling languages exceeded the number 
of thousand. So they wanted to transform the models automatically. In this case, three 
different rule files were needed. 
All in all we observed that in industrial practice one of the main problems of model 
transformation is the specification of syntactic and semantic correspondences be-
tween proprietary modelling languages. Experiences show that the customers and the 
consultants need more than one workshop to agree on these correspondences1. There-
fore our future research focus concerning model transformation lies on the semi-
automatic creation of semantic correspondences to support the process of agreeing 
upon correspondences between modelling languages. 
Technical problems have been observed concerning the size of input files, because big 
companies often have thousands of models. And these files cannot be split easily be-
cause of inter-model cross referencing. 

5 Outlook 

The experience gained by solving the mandatory example has given an additional im-
pulse on the direction of possible further developments of the BMT. 
A fundamental decision concerning the future of the BMT is whether to restrict it to 
the area of business modelling or to generalise its use to other domains as well. This 
decision depends mainly on the future practical application requirements in the realm 
of the company which is owner of the BMT. 

                                                           
1 This may easily be related to the mandatory running example of this workshop. Although 

the example is very simple, an own FAQ-page has been necessary for clarifications. 



In our opinion further developments shall comprise the following: 
• Rule file creation should be supported by a graphical, textual or mixed user inter-

face to ease the writing of a rule file regarding user skills and complexity. The first 
step in this direction has been the design of a graphical user interface [12]. 

• Without doubt, the concept of local variables has to be added. This will both ease 
the use of recursive function calls and make the rule file shorter. 

• Error handling concerning syntactic and semantic inconsistencies should be added. 
• The semantic correspondences of the source and target objects should be pointed 

out (comparable to the ATL Model Weaver [6]). At the moment, they tend to get 
lost within the rule file code. Further research goes in the direction of supporting a 
semi-automatic generation of such semantic correspondences, which may be 
adapted by the user. 

• On the long run, the partial derivation of rules for back-transformation taken from 
the rule file should be supported leading to bi-directionality. This will implicitly 
promote a mechanism for verification of the transformation. 
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Appendix 

A   Grammar of the rule file in EBNF 

ADOXMLMIGRATE ::= (Definition | Navigation | Rule)* 

Definition ::= (NAMEVALUEMAP | LOGMESSAGE | 
RULESCONTAINER )* 

RULESCONTAINER ::= (Navigation | Rule | NAMEVALUEMAP)* 

Navigation ::= NAVIGATE, Navigation-parameter 

Navigation-parameter ::= (Parameter-list | Rule |  
Definition)* 

Rule ::= RULE, Parameter-list 

Parameter-list ::= (PARAM, Value)* 

Value ::= Literal | Function* | Condition* 

Literal ::= Text 



Function ::= select-value | get-map-value |  
get-attribute-value | query-user | text | newline | str-
len | str-find | str-copy | str-replace | str-concat | 
add | subtract | multiply | divide | minus | round | con-
vert-time | count-references 

Condition ::= IF | Navigation 

Definition ::= (NAMEVALUEMAP | LOGMESSAGE | 
RULESCONTAINER )* 

RULESCONTAINER ::= (Navigation | Rule | NAMEVALUEMAP)* 

Navigation ::= NAVIGATE, Navigation-parameter 

B  Pseudo code for the algorithm  “Calculate attributes” 

Position in source model: class SC 

Position in target model: table TT 

(1) If source class SC is persistent 
a. If p_c = 0 AND n_p_c > 0 

i. For each primary source attribute pSA of SC 
1. If pSA.type is non-primitive 

a. Set p_c++, l_pers_c.add_entry(SC.id) 
b. Call “Get attributes following non-

primitive attribute types” 

c. Set p_c--,  
d. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 
e. delete_last_entry(l_pers_c) 

2. Else (pSA.type is primitive) 
a. Create table column TC in TT:  

TC.name = attr_name + ”_” + pSA.name,  
TC.type = pSA.type,  
TC.pkey =  
if call-type = “nonp” and primary_attr = 
“true” and consider_pkey != “false” 
  value of pSA.is_primary 
else 
  “false”,  
TC.fkey = reference to TT created from 
SC 

b. If p_c = 0 AND n_p_c = 0 
i. For each pSA of SC 

1. If pSA.type is non-primitive 
a. Set p_c++,  



b. l_pers_c.add_entry(SC.id) 
c. Call “Get attributes following non-

primitive attribute types” 

d. Set p_c--,  
e. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 
f. delete_last_entry(l_pers_c) 

2. Else (pSA.type is primitive) 
a. Create TC in TT:  

TC.name = attr_name + ”_” + pSA.name,  
TC.type = SA.type,  
TC.pkey =  
if call-type = “nonp” and primary_attr = 
“true” 
  value of pSA.is_primary 
else 
  “false”,  
TC.fkey = reference to TT created from 
SC 

ii. If SC has outgoing associations 
1. Set p_c++ 
2. l_pers_c.add_entry(SC.id) 
3. CALL “Get attributes from outgoing assocs” 

// no further calls, because SC could  not 
be subclass (persistent) and if SC is top-
most, then subclasses would not add pkeys. 

4. Set p_c--,  
5. delete_last_entry(attr_name)  
6. delete_last_entry(l_pers_c) 

c. Else (p_c != 0) 
// not further pkeys or fkeys will be added 
through outgoing assocs, but through non-
primitive types 

i. If call-type = “nonp” 
1. For each pSA of SC 

a. If pSA.type is non-primitive 
i. Set p_c++  

ii. l_pers_c.add_entry(SC.id) 

iii. Call “Get attributes following non-
primitive attribute types” 

iv. Set p_c--  

v. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 



vi. delete_last_entry(l_pers_c) 

b. Else (pSA.type is primitive) 
i. Create TC in TT:  

TC.name = attr_name + ”_” + pSA.name,  
TC.type = pSA.type,  
TC.pkey = “false”,  
TC.fkey = reference 
get_last_entry(l_pers_c) 

(3) Else (if SC is non-persistent) 
a. If p_c = 0 

i. If SC has outgoing generals  
(SC = subclass) 

1. Get top-most class SC1 

2. If SC1 is persistent 

a. For each pSA of SC1 

- If pSA.type is non-primitive 
1. Set p_c++ 
2. l_pers_c.add_entry(SC1.name) 

3. Call “Get attributes following non-
primitive attribute types” 

4. Set p_c-- 
5. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 
6. delete_last_entry(l_pers_c) 

- Else (pSA.type is primitive) 
1. Create TC in TT:  

TC.name = attr_name +”_”+ pSA.name,  
TC.type = pSA.type,  
TC.pkey = 
if call-type = “nonp” and pri-
mary_attr = “true” and consider_pkey 
!= “false” 
  value of pSA.is_primary 
else 
  “false”,  
TC.fkey = reference TT created from 
SC1 

b. If SC1 has outgoing assocs 

- Set p_c++ 

- l_pers_c.add_entry(SC1.name) 
// further sub-classes don’t add pkeys 



- CALL “Get attributes from outgoing as-
socs” // looking for further non-
persistent classes 

- Set p_c--,  

- delete_last_entry(attr_name) 

- delete_last_entry(l_pers_c) 
3. If SC1 is non-persistent 

a. For each source attribute SA of SC1 

- If SA.type is non-primitive 
1. Set n_p_c++ 
2. Call “Get attributes following non-

primitive attribute types” 

3. Set n_p_c— 
4. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 

- Else (SA.type is primitive) 
1. Create TC in TT:  

TC.name = attr_name + ”_” + SA.name,  
TC.type = SA.type,  
TC.pkey =  
if consider_pkey = “false” 
  “false” 
else 
  value of SA.is_primary 
TC.fkey = “false” 
// p_c = 0  no previous p-class 

b.  If SC1 has outgoing associations 

- Set n_p_c++ 

- CALL “Get attributes from outgoing as-
socs” // looking for further non-
persistent classes 

- Set n_p_c--,  

- delete_last_entry(attr_name) 
c. If SC1 has incoming generals 

- Set n_p_c++ 

- CALL “Get attributes from sub-classes” 

- Set n_p_c— 

- delete_last_entry(attr_name) 



ii. Else If SC has incoming generals 
(SC = top-most class) 

1. For each source attribute SA of SC 
a. If SA.type is non-primitive 

- Set n_p_c++ 

- Call “Get attributes following non-
primitive attribute types” 

- Set n_p_c-- 

- delete_last_entry(attr_name) 
b. Else (SA.type is primitive) 

- Create TC in TT:  
TC.name = attr_name + ”_” + SA.name,  
TC.type = SA.type,  
TC.pkey =  
if consider_pkey = “false” 
  “false” 
else 
  value of SA.is_primary 
TC.fkey = “false” 
// p_c = 0  no previous p-class 

2. If SC1 has outgoing assoc 

a. Set n_p_c++ 
b. CALL “Get attributes from outgoing as-

socs” // looking for further non-
persistent classes 

c. Set n_p_c--,  
d. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 

3. If SC1 has incoming generals 
a. Set n_p_c++ 
b. CALL “Get attributes from sub-classes” 
c. Set n_p_c-- 
d. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 

iii. Else (SC is not involved in a hierarchy) 
1. For each source attributes SA of SC 

a. If SA.type is non-primitive 

- Set n_p_c++ 

- Call “Get attributes following non-
primitive attribute types” 

- Set n_p_c-- 



- delete_last_entry(attr_name) 
b. Else (SA.type is primitive) 

- Create TC in TT:  
TC.name = attr_name + ”_” + SA.name,  
TC.type = SA.type,  
TC.pkey =  
if consider_pkey = “false” 
  “false” 
else 
  value of SA.is_primary 
TC.fkey = “false” 
// p_c = 0  no previous p-class 

2. If SC1 has outgoing assoc 

a. Set n_p_c++ 
b. CALL “Get attributes from outgoing as-

socs” // looking for further non-
persistent classes 

c. Set n_p_c--,  
d. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 

b. Else (p_c != 0) // previous p-class exists 
i. If SC has outgoing generals  

(SC = subclass) 

1. Get top-most class SC1 

a. If SC1 is persistent 
// not further pkeys or fkeys will be 
added through outgoing assocs, but 
through non-primitive types 

- If call-type = “nonp” 

1. For each primary source attribute 
pSA of SC1 

a. If pSA.type is non-primitive 
i. Set p_c++  
ii. l_pers_c.add_entry(SC1) 

iii. Call “Get attributes follow-
ing non-primitive attribute 
types” 

iv. Set p_c-- 
v. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 
vi. delete_last_entry(l_pers_c) 

b. Else (pSA.type is primitive) 



i. Create TC in TT:  
TC.name = attr_name + ”_” + 
pSA.name,  
TC.type = pSA.type,  
TC.pkey = “false”,  
TC.fkey = reference 
get_last_entry(l_pers_c) 

b. If SC1 is non-persistent 

- For each primary source attribute 
pSA of SC1 

1. If pSA.type is non-primitive 
a. Set n_p_c++ 
b. Call “Get attributes following 

non-primitive attribute types” 

c. Set n_p_c-- 
d. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 

2. Else (pSA.type is primitive) 
a. Create TC in TT:  

TC.name = attr_name + ”_” + 
pSA.name,  
TC.type = pSA.type,  
TC.pkey = “false” 
TC.fkey = reference 
get_last_entry(l_pers_c) 

- If SC1 has outgoing associations 

1. Set n_p_c++  
// subclasses do not add primary 
keys 

2. CALL “Get attributes from outgo-
ing assocs” 

3. Set n_p_c-- 
4. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 

ii. Else //SC = top-most class or not involved 
in a hierarchy 

1. For each primary source attribute pSA  
of SC 

a. If pSA.type is non-primitive 

- Set n_p_c++ 

- Call “Get attributes following non-
primitive attribute types” 

- Set n_p_c-- 



- delete_last_entry(attr_name) 
b. Else (pSA.type is primitive) 

- Create TC in TT:  
TC.name = attr_name + ”_” + 
pSA.name,  
TC.type = pSA.type,  
TC.pkey = “false”  
TC.fkey = reference 
get_last_entry(l_pers_c) 

2. If SC1 has outgoing assoc 

a. Set n_p_c++  
// subclasses do not add primary keys 

b. CALL “Get attributes from outgoing 
assocs” 

c. Set n_p_c-- 
d. delete_last_entry(attr_name) 

(2) End 
 

C    Rule file of the algorithm “Convert Roman number to Arabic number” 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
 
<ADOXMLMIGRATE> 

 
  <!-- Algorithm for converting a character to a value --> 
  <RULESCONTAINER name="char2value"> 
    <IF> 
      <COMPARE> 
        <LEFT-VALUE> 
          <get-map-value>character</get-map-value>           
        </LEFT-VALUE> 
        <CONDITION>equals</CONDITION> 
        <RIGHT-VALUE>I</RIGHT-VALUE> 
      </COMPARE> 
    <THEN> 
      <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
        <ELEM name="number">1</ELEM>     
      </NAMEVALUEMAP> 
    </THEN> 
    </IF> 
    <IF> 
      <COMPARE> 
        <LEFT-VALUE> 



          <get-map-value>character</get-map-value>           
        </LEFT-VALUE> 
        <CONDITION>equals</CONDITION> 
        <RIGHT-VALUE>V</RIGHT-VALUE> 
      </COMPARE> 
    <THEN> 
      <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
        <ELEM name="number">5</ELEM>     
      </NAMEVALUEMAP> 
    </THEN> 
    </IF>     
    <IF> 
      <COMPARE> 
        <LEFT-VALUE> 
          <get-map-value>character</get-map-value>           
        </LEFT-VALUE> 
        <CONDITION>equals</CONDITION> 
        <RIGHT-VALUE>X</RIGHT-VALUE> 
      </COMPARE> 
    <THEN> 
      <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
        <ELEM name="number">10</ELEM>     
      </NAMEVALUEMAP> 
    </THEN> 
    </IF> 
    <IF> 
      <COMPARE> 
        <LEFT-VALUE> 
          <get-map-value>character</get-map-value>           
        </LEFT-VALUE> 
        <CONDITION>equals</CONDITION> 
        <RIGHT-VALUE>L</RIGHT-VALUE> 
      </COMPARE> 
    <THEN> 
      <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
        <ELEM name="number">50</ELEM>     
      </NAMEVALUEMAP> 
    </THEN> 
    </IF> 
    <IF> 
      <COMPARE> 
        <LEFT-VALUE> 
          <get-map-value>character</get-map-value>           
        </LEFT-VALUE> 
        <CONDITION>equals</CONDITION> 
        <RIGHT-VALUE>C</RIGHT-VALUE> 
      </COMPARE> 



    <THEN> 
      <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
        <ELEM name="number">100</ELEM>     
      </NAMEVALUEMAP> 
    </THEN> 
    </IF> 
    <IF> 
      <COMPARE> 
        <LEFT-VALUE> 
          <get-map-value>character</get-map-value>           
        </LEFT-VALUE> 
        <CONDITION>equals</CONDITION> 
        <RIGHT-VALUE>D</RIGHT-VALUE> 
      </COMPARE> 
    <THEN> 
      <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
        <ELEM name="number">500</ELEM>     
      </NAMEVALUEMAP> 
    </THEN> 
    </IF> 
    <IF> 
      <COMPARE> 
        <LEFT-VALUE> 
          <get-map-value>character</get-map-value>           
        </LEFT-VALUE> 
        <CONDITION>equals</CONDITION> 
        <RIGHT-VALUE>L</RIGHT-VALUE> 
      </COMPARE> 
    <THEN> 
      <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
        <ELEM name="number">1000</ELEM>     
      </NAMEVALUEMAP> 
    </THEN> 
    </IF>     
  </RULESCONTAINER>   
   
  <!-- Algorithm for calculating the arabic number out of the roman number --> 
  <RULESCONTAINER name="calculate-arabic-number"> 
    <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
      <ELEM name="first-character"> 
        <str-copy> 
          <param name="string"> 
            <get-map-value>get-roman-number</get-map-value> 
          </param> 
          <param name="from"> 
            <get-map-value>char-counter</get-map-value> 
          </param> 



          <param name="count">1</param> 
        </str-copy> 
      </ELEM> 
      <ELEM name="second-character"> 
        <str-copy> 
          <param name="string"> 
            <get-map-value>get-roman-number</get-map-value> 
          </param> 
          <param name="from"> 
            <add> 
              <param name="value"> 
                <get-map-value>char-counter</get-map-value> 
              </param> 
              <param name="value">1</param> 
            </add>             
          </param> 
          <param name="count">1</param> 
        </str-copy> 
      </ELEM>       
    </NAMEVALUEMAP>  
     
    <!-- set input-parameter to first-character and call function for converting the char-
acters into number-values --> 
    <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
      <ELEM name="character"> 
        <get-map-value>first-character</get-map-value> 
      </ELEM>     
    </NAMEVALUEMAP>  

 
    <CALL name="char2value"/>     
     
    <!-- save "return-value" --> 
    <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
      <ELEM name="first-number"> 
        <get-map-value>number</get-map-value> 
      </ELEM>     
    </NAMEVALUEMAP> 
     
    <!-- set input-parameter to second-character and call function for converting the 
characters into number-values -->     
    <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
      <ELEM name="character"> 
        <get-map-value>second-character</get-map-value> 
      </ELEM>     
    </NAMEVALUEMAP>     
    <CALL name="char2value"/>     
 



    <!-- save "return-value" --> 
    <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
      <ELEM name="second-number"> 
        <get-map-value>number</get-map-value> 
      </ELEM>                 
    </NAMEVALUEMAP>     
 
    <!-- compare first with second and add/subtract to/from result-->     
    <IF> 
      <COMPARE> 
        <LEFT-VALUE> 
          <get-map-value>first-number</get-map-value>           
        </LEFT-VALUE> 
        <CONDITION>greater-equals</CONDITION> 
        <RIGHT-VALUE> 
          <get-map-value>second-number</get-map-value> 
        </RIGHT-VALUE> 
      </COMPARE> 
    <THEN>     
      <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
        <ELEM name="result"> 
          <add> 
            <param name="value"> 
              <get-map-value>result</get-map-value> 
            </param> 
            <param name="value"> 
              <get-map-value>first-number</get-map-value> 
            </param> 
          </add>  
        </ELEM>                 
      </NAMEVALUEMAP>             
    </THEN> 
    <ELSE> 
      <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
        <ELEM name="result"> 
          <subtract> 
            <param name="value"> 
              <get-map-value>result</get-map-value> 
            </param> 
            <param name="value"> 
              <get-map-value>first-number</get-map-value> 
            </param> 
          </subtract>  
        </ELEM>                 
      </NAMEVALUEMAP> 
    </ELSE> 
    </IF>       



     
    <!-- increase counter to get the next two characters --> 
    <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
      <ELEM name="char-counter"> 
        <add> 
          <param name="value"> 
            <get-map-value>char-counter</get-map-value> 
          </param> 
          <param name="value">1</param> 
        </add>        
      </ELEM>         
    </NAMEVALUEMAP>     
     
    <!-- did we reach the last character? - end or process --> 
    <IF> 
      <COMPARE> 
        <LEFT-VALUE> 
          <get-map-value>char-counter</get-map-value>           
        </LEFT-VALUE> 
        <CONDITION>equals</CONDITION> 
        <RIGHT-VALUE> 
          <get-map-value>roman-number-len</get-map-value> 
        </RIGHT-VALUE> 
      </COMPARE> 
    <THEN> 
       
      <LOGMESSAGE>  
        <newline/> 
        <text>Arabic number: </text> 
        <get-map-value>result</get-map-value>         
      </LOGMESSAGE>                 
     
    </THEN> 
    <ELSE> 
      <CALL name="calculate-arabic-number"/> 
    </ELSE> 
    </IF>        
  </RULESCONTAINER> 
 
  <!-- Main program - gets Roman number from command line and calls function 
calculate Arabic number --> 
  <MODELS> 
    <MODELTYPE> 
      <NAMEVALUEMAP> 
        <ELEM name="get-roman-number"> 
          <query-user> 
            <param name="message"> 



              Insert a valid roman number:  
            </param>           
          </query-user> 
        </ELEM> 
        <ELEM name="char-counter">0</ELEM>         
        <ELEM name="arabic-number">0</ELEM>         
        <ELEM name="roman-number-len"> 
          <str-len> 
            <get-map-value>get-roman-number</get-map-value> 
          </str-len>                   
        </ELEM>    
        <ELEM name="result">0</ELEM>              
      </NAMEVALUEMAP> 
       
      <CALL name="calculate-arabic-number"/>       
 
  </MODELTYPE> 
 </MODELS> 
</ADOXMLMIGRATE> 


